WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY ROBYN ARCHER

THE SOUND OF FALLING STARS

20 - 22 September 2018
ALEXANDER THEATRE, MONASH UNIVERSITY, CLAYTON

THE SOUND OF FALLING STARS features 31 of the most popular and beloved voices of the 20th century, artists responsible for songs that have served as soundtracks for the lives of so many.
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MONASH.EDU/MLIVE · 03 9905 1111
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WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY ROBYN ARCHER

THE SOUND OF FALLING STARS

Thu 20 - Sat 22 September 2018

FROM HANK WILLIAMS THROUGH TO ELVIS PRESLEY, TIM AND JEFF BUCKLEY TO KURT COBAIN AND MORE, this gripping production straddles musical joy and monumental loss.

Actor and singer Cameron Goodall (Sydney Theatre Company, The Lion King) displays his amazing vocal versatility as he magically inhabits the souls of these great singing stars who gave us so much.

With a set list to die for - Are You Lonesome Tonight to Love Will Tear Us Apart, and (Sittin’ on) The Dock of the Bay to Light My Fire - The Sound of Falling Stars celebrates these extraordinary talents, and examines our fascination with those who lived fast and died young.
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TICKET BOOKINGS

MONASH.EDU/MLIVE • 03 9905 1111

PRICING $32 - $59

COMMISSIONED BY AUCKLAND LIVE AND ADELAIDE CABARET FESTIVAL.